Geoffrey Mangers
caption in dispute



August 9, 2010
I have received a rule 8.220 notice.

As yet I have no idea as to when I'll hear (if ever) from the
Supreme Court on my writ petition of review that I gave to
Robert Toy last July 30, 2010. Following that: 60 days from
whence all my CCP §382 parties join me and the court grants me a
complex designation or can explain to me how to serve the rest of
the parties I need to enjoin in this suit without it.

"5. The reason I need an extension .. is.."

"See me"
the court told me. And twice so lest I forget it. I'd like to ask it the same question.
My delays are what this suit is ultimately all about. They are very frustrating to me and prejudice against
no one but myself and my class. I cannot file my AOB yet because the quality would be severely
impaired until I can recover my financial and mental health sufficiently to properly complete it.
The door to Mediation was locked. Why? And why is the mediation form I filed kept confidential?
I have already listed the other reasons in my other extension requests. And follow on the next page.
7: H035035

is 460 pages
H035318 adds 187 pages
(totaling: 647 pages)

August 9, 2010

460 + 187 Jan. 11 & Jun 1, 2010
3
48 (thus far)
Motion to consolidate/bifurcate & augment filed with
6th DCA 6/21/10 and Supreme Court on July 30, 2010

caption in dispute

My residence address is:

4124 Ross Park Dr.
San Jose, CA 95118-1761
On August 9, 2010, I personally served this by publication on www.publicforall.com for all to see.
Because it's the only way I know how to do it absent a complex designation.
Which I petitioned for July 30, 2010 in the Supreme Court.

"The Superior Court Judge would never allow it!" (Gloria Chacón)
You will find the complete letter in the clerk's transcript (pp 43-45). Dated April 7, 2007 in which I stated:
"I send this complaint to you Gloria with much Loving Affection and to the Court with many many questions."
far I have NO extensions on my lead case: "See me" -- the court told me and twice so lest I forget it. And was
absolutely right on this one. And I am negligent, very negligent. My problem is that I'm just plain slow.
3. Thus

I have several extensions (but not enough time to list them all at the moment) & a default notice on the other two cases:
H035035 & H035318 (which are the same case, as yet unconsolidated and properly bifurcated)
4. I am unable to file a stipulation with the court to an extension because at the moment I do not know how to properly ask the
court for it:

"See me"
5. The reason I need an extension to file this brief is
(please specify; see Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.63, for factors used in determining whether to grant extensions):
The whole thing would make anyone ill, Severe impact on the quality of it, it prejudices no one but myself and my class.
I still have some Notices of Appeal I've as yet not had time to send. Nor do I know who all my defendants and CCP §382
parties are as yet. And how am I expected to have any of them show up if I serve them with a summons with no CMC date?
This Wednesday is the next monthly Board of El Camino Hospital of which I'm hoping to enjoin at least one Board member to
join me as a plaintiff. Further, I need to continue to pursue the denials on my Social Security . And I have some as yet
dominating and unresolved medical issues.
I've been constantly bogged down in developing (but mainly debugging) software (I don't have time to explain it all here).
I still need to pursue my petition with the Supreme Court.
Also, I have the delays any indigent faces in this world trying to survive. It would make anyone ill. I'm committed to this case.
To see it to its to proper end and to have my day in court before a jury of my peers. And grateful for the deadlines. Without
which I would have gotten nowhere. Thank you. More to follow but I need a few more days to complete it.
And serve it as best as I can upon as many parties as possible.

August 9, 2010
Geoffrey Mangers

